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Traditionally, the teaching jobs in India were considered to be as significant as the jobs in Indian
army. Despite of the comparatively low salary, people preferred joining these jobs to serve their
mother land. But in the modern era of globalizations, the faculty jobs in India have become popular
among a large number of individuals as a popular career options. With more and more private
sector companies running engineering, medicine and management colleges, the Indian youths are
getting lucrative job offers with attractive pay packages. However, to pursue a career in education
and training, you have to concentrate on studies starting from your high school years.

Basic Education: 	The educational qualification required from a teaching job varies based on the
nature and medium of training. If you are planning to teach in a private or public school, you have to
get B.ED degree after your graduation. On the other hand, you need to possess at least a post
graduation degree in the specific subject to teach in a junior or degree college. However, you have
to concentrate on studies and achieve a high percentage of marks in different phases of your
educational career.

Professional Training: 	If you are aiming to get technical teaching jobs in India, it is better to get a
degree in the specific field. Further, the engineering and management colleges require their
faculties to possess a higher degree like M.Tech or PHD. After getting your technical degree, you
can enroll into the post graduation programs and achieve the certification required to get a training
job. There is a huge demand for the technical faculties as more and more companies are investing
in technical and management education in India. However, it is also very much important to keep
yourself updated on the latest development in the specific fields of education.

Required Certification: 	Unlike some of the western countries, the Indian educational institutes prefer
to hire teaching staff based on their certification. Also, the prospective employee needs to secure a
high percentage of marks in his undergraduate and post-graduation courses. If you have just
graduated from a college, it is essential to enroll into a post-graduation degree course and achieve a
masters degree in the specific subject to pursue faculty jobs in India. In addition to the technical
colleges, a number of computer training institutes also hire faculty by paying good pay packages. So
you must choose the career to acquire the skills and certifications required to build a successful
career.

Updated Knowledge: 	You may be interested in a school, college or any other educations and
professional training institutions, but it is vey much important to enhance and update your
knowledge on a regular basis. In the era of modern communication technologies, a teacher cannot
become popular and successful by providing substandard education to the students. Therefore, you
must keep your mind open to stay in touch with the latest trends in your field of education and
training. You must allocate a specific number of hours on a daily basis to upgrade your knowledge
base and teaching skills.
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companies across various categories. Explore a faculty jobs in India, a teaching jobs in India, a jobs
in Indian army and much more.
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